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THE FEBRUARY EMPLOYMENT SITUATION
Friday, March 8,1996

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C..

The Committee met at 9:30 a.m., in Room 334, Cannon House Office
Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Vice Chairman of the Committee,
presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton, Stark, and Hamilton.

Staff Present: Lee Price, Chris Frenze, Reed Garfield, Greg
Williams, Roni Singleton, Bill Buechner, and Bill Spriggs.

OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, VICE CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. The hearing will come to order.

I suspect we may have some other Members that will join us in due
course, but for obvious reasons, the weather included, some people may
be running late. I am lucky. I live three doors from this building.

It is always a pleasure to welcome Commissioner Abraham to the
Joint Economic Committee. As the Commissioner has warned us many
times, caution must be used in interpreting a single month's data;

however, the February payroll employment gains of 705,000 and a
decrease in the unemployment rate of three-tenths of I percent are

especially good news. And while the rebound from the January
employment decline is certainly welcome, strong gains in employment
in coming months will be needed before anyone becomes too complacent
about the direction of the economy.

Let me just say at this point that an employment gain of 705,000, no

matter how we measure it, is strong, good news. I think it is very
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important to point out here, however, that we did have an almost 200,000
loss the previous month, and so it would seem to me -- and perhaps we

can talk about this later with the Commissioner -- it would seem to me

that a fair way to address this would be to say that there is obviously
some rebound from a bad month in this month's good numbers, and that

a net gain over the two-month period would appear from my vantage
point to be about a 500,000 net gain, or 250,000 a month, which is still
obviously good news.

Moreover, as we all know, many middle-class Americans are
concerned about the erosion of their living standards in recent years.
Recently, Majority Leader Armey referred to this as the "Clinton
crunch." In February, the Bureau of Labor Statistics produced new
numbers that shed light on this issue. According to the BLS data, median
weekly earnings stagnated in 1995. The quarterly data in the release
indicated that this stagnation continued right into the end of 1995. This
explains why so many Americans feel that they are in a treadmill
economy, running faster and faster and staying in the same place.

Despite running faster and faster, they still feel in many cases that

they are falling behind. What is the explanation for this, I think many of
us should ask ourselves. This morning I am releasing a new Joint
Economic Committee study entitled The Impact of the Welfare State on

Workers, that explains how excessive Federal spending has become a
drag on economic and income growth. While government has useful
functions, there is a point beyond which the costs outweigh government's
benefits. This study shows that Federal spending has long since reached
literally counterproductive levels.

The extra costs imposed on the economy through heavy taxation and

borrowing reduces the capacity of the economy to expand output and
income. The bottom line is that we have reached the point where every
added dollar on Federal spending reduces economic growth. In fact, at
current levels, each additional dollar of Federal spending reduces the sum
total of wages by 26-cents. By sucking resources out of the private
economy, excessive Federal spending undermines the potential of the
economy to grow and generate increases in wages and benefits.
Stagnation in our standard of living is the price tag attached to big
government.

A serious effort to restrain Federal spending and taxation is needed to
restore a basis for sustained income growth. The current stagnation in

family income must be addressed.
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Before we turn to Commissioner Abraham, let me welcome my friend
who also trudged through the snow this morning, Mr. Stark, for any
statement he may have.

[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton and the study entitled
The Impact of the Welfare State on Workers appear in the Submissions
for the Record.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE PETE STARK,

RANKING MINORITY MEMBER
Representative Stark. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am pleased to join with my colleague, Vice Chairman Saxton, in
welcoming Commissioner Abraham before the Committee this morning,
to discuss employment and unemployment for February.

The figures are indeed good news. Nonfarm payrolls rose a whopping
705,000 in February, and the unemployment rate fell to 5.5 percent. I
guess this was the largest one-month gain in employment in almost 13
years and the third largest monthly gain in the postwar period. In the
private sector, the economy created 633,000 jobs in February, and that
was also the largest one-month increase in 13 years.

This morning's job growth brings us to a new milestone in job
creation. Since January 1993, the economy has added 8.4 million new
jobs to nonfarm payrolls. That is four times as many jobs as President
Reagan created during his first three years in office and four times as
many as President Bush created during his entire term.

At the same time, the last three years have been a period of low
inflation -- in fact, the lowest period of inflation in 30 years. Since 1993,
consumer prices have risen at an annual rate of only 2.6 percent. We
have not seen that kind of performance since the early years of the
Kennedy Administration.

With that backdrop, there is no basis for this morning's panic in the
bond market. When George Will asked Senator Dole what this year's
election was going to be about in last Sunday's questioning, Senator Dole
replied, "it is going to be about bad news." I am sorry to disappoint the
Senator, but we are going to have good news.

Now, as a practical matter, the economy has not only overcome the
setbacks from bad weather in January, and we thought that was behind
us, but also the economic ineptness of our Republican-led Congress.
Republicans in Congress have contributed to the recent slowdown in the
economy. The government shutdowns -- I think we voted on 10 of them
here in the House, and the I Ith yesterday -- those shutdowns engineered
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in November and December depressed growth in last year's fourth

quarter, according to the Commerce Department. Looking to the future,

I think that their extremist economic policies and their failure to come to

closure on appropriations bills and the budget for 1996 will weigh
heavily on the economy.

There is another item. I would be remiss in the face of all this good

news to suggest that I, and I am sure many of my colleagues, have been
reading with great interest the recent series on job security in The New

York Times. In the face of good economic news and the Federal

Government, under the Clinton Administration, doing as well if not better

than any Administration in the last 30 years, large private enterprises
have been working to be the leading cause, as Mr. Buchanan has so

eloquently reminded us, of family destruction and disruption and dismay.
I call it the Dole malaise for middle-class families in this country.

And while I would share Vice Chairman Saxton's theory that this

perhaps ought not to be something the Federal Government rushes in to

correct, I think the President is right in dealing with corporate
responsibility. These corporations that share so grandly in Federal

subsidies, that do not pay their fair share of taxes, that suck the blood of

the Defense Department, which gets $300 or $400 billion a year, all of
that goes into private enterprise, for which they put precious little back
into our communities.

Be reminded that while the Federal Government does spend a lot of
money, I am sure that the 35 million senior citizens who receive social

security don't think that that is counterproductive. And I am sure those
same 35 million people who receive about $140 billion in benefits to pay

for their Medicare understand that without those payments -- those

Medicare payments which, by the way, we return 98-cents of every dollar
we take in to private hospitals and private physicians, and private

pharmaceutical companies -- without that government expenditure, those
35 million seniors would have no health insurance at all.

Those programs were put into place because private enterprise did not

choose to do the right thing and did not offer insurance, so that while the
Federal Government should not be the court of last resort for every ill
that comes across the economic horizon, there are many areas -- defense,
medicare, social security, which probably makes up 80 percent of what

we spend -- we could not do without.

And so while it is great fun to bash the government, the government,
as Commissioner Abraham's testimony attests, has done the right thing,
and it may be all it can do. It seems to me it is now that the ball is in the
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court of these large private enterprises to do the right thing for the
American family and the American working people.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stark appears in the Submissions for the
Record.]

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, we are anxious to hear from
you.

STATEMENT OF

THE HONORABLE KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM,

COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,

EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS; AND KENNETH V.

DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS

Ms. Abraham. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Stark; I appreciate
your both being here on this cold and snowy morning to give us the
opportunity to discuss the labor market data that were released this
morning.

Nonfarm payroll employment, as you have both noted, jumped by
705,000 in February, and the unemployment rate fell to 5.5 percent, down
from 5.8 percent in January. The jobless rate has fluctuated between 5.4
and 5.8 percent since the last quarter of 1994.

The 705,000 rise in payroll employment followed a decline of 188,000
in January. The January decline reflected the severe weather in that
month. Viewing the two months together, February's large increase
together with January's decline yields an average monthly gain of
259,000 jobs.

The largest increase in employment over the month was in the
services industry. January's weather-related declines in private education
and amusement and recreation services were reversed. Health services
added 46,000 jobs in February following almost no increase in January;
over the two months combined, the pace of growth in the industry was in
line with its long-term trend.

Business service rebounded from January's job decline of 31,000 with
a gain of 126,000 in February. Much of this rise was due to the addition
of 79,000 jobs in help supply services, which more than offset the
January decline in that industry. Help-supply services added an average
of 27,000 workers per month between December and February,
considerably more than the monthly average for all of 1995.
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Elsewhere in business services, computing and data processing
services continued to show strength; employment also rose in services to
buildings, boosted in part by the return to work of about 13,000 strikers.

Construction added 121,000 jobs in February. This increase reflects
some real strength in the industry, though it also reflects the impact of
severe weather on the recent pattern of layoffs and hires.

Retail trade gained 166,000 jobs in February, following a decline of
60,000 in the prior month. Much of the gain was in eating and drinking
establishments, which had been particularly hard hit by the January
storms. The growth in employment in department stores on a seasonally-
adjusted basis, reflects the fact that there were fewer than expected
layoffs in January and February, following weak holiday hiring.

Total government employment rose by 42,000 in February, more than
offsetting January's losses. Employment in state education, local
education, and other local government agencies increased. Partly
offsetting these gains was the continued decline in Federal Government
employment.

Manufacturing added 26,000 jobs in February, but this represents only
a partial return to work of employees who had been off payrolls in
January. Electronic components continued to be the only industry with
within manufacturing with a steady growth trend, while most of the other
manufacturing industries recovered only part of their January job losses.
The factory workweek and factory overtime also recovered from their
January declines, reaching 41.6 and 4.5 hours respectively.

Turning to data from the household survey, both the number
unemployed and the unemployment rate fell in February. The number of
jobless persons declined by 322,000 to fewer than 7.4 million, and the
unemployment rate was down three-tenths of a percentage point to 5.5
percent. Unemployment rates declined for both adult women and for
teenagers. Like the overall unemployment rate, however, the rates for all
the major worker groups have been fluctuating within relatively narrow
bands for some time.

Before my colleagues and I take any questions you might want to ask
of us, I would like to briefly mention two items concerning our
household survey data. First, the revised, seasonally-adjusted data series
from the household survey which normally accompany the release of
December figures are now available. These revised estimates were
delayed because of the Federal shutdown and the work time lost during
the January blizzard.
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Second, as we announced last fall, we are reintroducing to our press
release this month a range of alternative indicators of labor
underutilization. A set of alternative indicators had been published for

many years. Their publication was temporarily suspended when the
revised household survey questionnaire was introduced in January of
1994. The new set of measures takes advantage of the data from the
revised survey.

It is worth noting that although the levels of these alternative measures
differ quite a bit, the historical movements in the measures generally
have closely followed those of the official unemployment rate.

In summary, then, with respect to the data that we have to release,
there was a substantial gain in payroll employment in February following
January's weather-related decline. The unemployment rate fell back to
5.5 percent.

We would be, of course, happy to take any questions and address any
issues you would like to raise.

[The prepared statement of Commissioner Abraham appears in the
Submissions for the Record. ]

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Commissioner. Let me just ask
a couple of questions.

Is there any way to distinguish between full- and part-time workers in
the payroll survey?

Ms. Abraham. No, there really is not. The information that we have
from the payroll survey gives us, for each establishment that reports, the
number of workers on the payroll, the number of production or
nonsupervisory workers and then the average weekly hours of the
production or nonsupervisory workers. So, there is no way on an
individual-by-individual basis to break out part-time from full-time
employees. The only data we have on that come from our household
survey.

Representative Saxton. The reason I ask the question is that I spend
a fair amount of time with the roughly 600,000 people that I represent in
the southern part of New Jersey, and I find that more and more people --
and I don't know whether it is my imagination or not, but I find more and
more people telling me that they have gotten a part-time job, sometimes
as many as two part-time jobs.

Have you given any thought to trying to break out those kinds of --
that kind of data?
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Ms. Abraham. Well, we do in the household survey ask individuals
more detailed questions about their working hours. We ask people how
many hours they work in a week, and people who work 35 hours or more
we count as full-time. Thirty-five hours or more is full-time; less than 35
is part-time. Over a fairly long haul, there really has not been any trend
in the proportion working part-time.

We recently have started collecting on a regular basis a different bit
of information which is whether people are working more than one job.
So we have an estimate now each month of the proportion of the labor
force that holds two or more jobs. That fraction is currently 6.3 percent
of the labor force, which is about where it was a year ago, a little bit
higher than it was a year before that. That fraction, based on earlier
evidence that we collected periodically, has trended up a little bit over
time. It was, if I am remembering correctly -- and I can check these
numbers for you, though I don't have them here - about, maybe 4.9
percent, circa 1980, and it is now about 6.3 percent.

Is that consistent with your recollection, Tom?

So it has gone up a little bit.

Representative Saxton. The trend has been to go up a little bit?

Ms. Abraham. The fraction of folks who are working who hold more
than one job has gone up a little bit.

Representative Saxton. Can the same worker appear on your survey
more than once?

Ms. Abraham. In the household survey they only show up once.
What we are counting in the employer survey is jobs, so a person who
held two jobs would show up twice in some sense.

Representative Saxton. If a person picked up another job in addition
to the one he previously held, how would this appear in the payroll
measure of employment?

Ms. Abraham. It would show up as an added job. You also might
think that in our household survey, if there were a lot of that going on,
that you would see an increase in this multiple-job-holding rate, the share
of the workforce that holds more than one job. Over the last year we
have really seen no movement in that.

You know, month-to-month, you really don't want to necessarily be
precisely comparing the numbers from the payroll survey to the numbers
in the household survey, but in this case, that is what we have got to look
at.
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Representative Saxton. Let me turn to manufacturing employment
for just a moment. Over the longer term, what has been the change in
manufacturing employment from -- let's say over the last year from
February of 1995 to February of 1996?

Ms. Abraham. Let me just pull those figures out so that I can give
you a precise answer.

Over the past year, our net manufacturing payroll employment has
been going up. It reached a peak back in March of last year. On net over
the past year, though, it has fallen by -- let me give you an exact number
-- 265,000.

Representative Saxton. So, in the manufacturing sector, we are
down a little over a quarter of a million jobs?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct over the last year.

Representative Saxton. Okay. Thank you.

Mr. Stark?

Representative Stark. What I want to ask you -- and I have all kinds
of technical questions leading up to it, but I guess I will just have to ask
it the way that evidences my concern -- hidden in this silver cloud, some
folks have suggested that there may be a concern that inflation will
increase.

Now, as near as I can tell, we have had steady or low inflation; 1993
and 1994, it was around 2.7 percent, I believe, and last year it was 2.5
percent. Is it a fair assumption to say that while the number of jobs has
increased, we have not had an increase in the wage level and that there
could be good reason to anticipate that inflation will stay low, flat, and
not increase?

There is a worry that inflation will increase, and I wonder if you could
comment, Commissioner, on the current trend of inflation and whether
you see it staying flat or whether, in fact, there is some reason to worry
about it.

Ms. Abraham. Well, in answer to that, what I really have to offer is
a summary of what the data show. I am in a better position to talk about
the past than about the future, since I don't have any basis for making --

Representative Stark. Why don't you tell us what the recent data
show about inflation and maybe that will be enough for us to make
guesses about the future.

Ms. Abraham. For the purpose of thinking about what is happening
to compensation costs, I think the best information that I have to offer
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you is the data from our Employment Cost Index program. What the
Compensation Cost Index from the Employment Cost Index program
tracks is the rate of growth in total compensation, holding constant the
industry and occupation mix of employment. So it is a measure that tries
to abstract from changes in the composition of the workforce.

The rate of growth in the Employment Cost Index has declined in
recent years, from 4.9 percent in 1990, to 4.3 percent in 1991, and 3.5
percent in 1992. It again was 3.5 percent in 1993, was 3 percent in 1994,
and 2.9 percent in 1995. So, to this point, that measure has not shown
any real signs of acceleration.

I guess the only caveat that I would attach to that is that a part of the
reason for the very low rate of growth in compensation in 1995 was the
fact that health insurance costs actually declined in sat least one quarter
during the year. At any rate, it was declining for part of the year, and so
a question that people who were trying to project into the future,
something that I would not attempt to do, might ask themselves is what
they would expect to happen with insurance costs going into the future.
And I do not have a good answer for that.

Over the year, with respect to inflation, the Consumer Price Index was
up 2.7 percent over the year ended in January. The so-called "core rate,"
excluding food and energy, was a little bit more, up 3 percent over the
year.

So there are other figures that one could look at. I don't think in a
qualitative sense they show anything much different.

Representative StarkL Thank you.

Representative Saxton. We have been joined by the gentleman from
Indiana, Mr. Hamilton.

Would you like to -- sure.

Commissioner, I mentioned in my opening statement a study that the
Joint Economic Committee has done and that we are releasing the report
on it today.

In essence, it looks at theieffect of the size of government on the
economy; and the report concludes that when government begins to
consume more than 17.4 percent of our Gross National Product, the
dollars that government consumes detract from our private-sector
economy and wages are directly affected by that.

I know that you have not had a chance to see our study or the report
yet, but inasmuch as today's percentage of GDP that we consume in
government is up to something in the neighborhood of 22 percent, and
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inasmuch as Mr. Stark had previously pointed out that there has been a
rather weak increase in real wages, can you, from your position, draw
some correlation between the size of government that we have
collectively created and this new phenomenon, or recent phenomenon, in
the lack of growth in real wages for American workers?

Ms. Abraham. Well, as you know, there are a variety of explanations
that people have offered as to what is going on with real wages, and I am
not really in a position to draw any conclusions about what the important
factors there have been. Correlation does not necessarily indicate
causality, of course; and sorting all of this out could be very difficult, and
I am just not in a position to draw conclusions.

Representative Saxton. Right, we always put you in a position
where you have to say, it is difficult for you in your position to say. I
understand that. We appreciate --

Ms. Abraham. Right.

Representative Saxton. -- we do appreciate that. But I guess I would
just like to -- and I don't know that I want to ask you a lot more questions
about this phenomenon of big government and how it relates to wages or
the increase or decrease in real wages, but it is obviously something that
Americans are concerned about.

We talked about more people in today's economy seeking a second
and sometimes a third job in order to increase their disposable income,
and it is an interesting phenomenon to say the least. There is some
evidence to support the fact that the size of government today -- which
incidentally is some 20 percent over what this study concludes it should
be to get to the optimum level of good that government can do and the
optimum level, at the same time, of optimum growth in the economy,
which the study concludes is about 17.4 percent; and obviously we are
4.6 percentage points over that level.

We have seen the stagnation of wages for American workers, and it
is an interesting set of facts that seem to be evident in the economy, and
at least our study does conclude that there is some correlation.

So I thank you for dealing with that, even though we did it in a vague
way.

Lee Hamilton.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF

REPRESENTATIVE LEE HAMLTON
Representative Hamilton. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

My recollection is that we had a decline in employment in January, right,
of 200,000?

Ms. Abraham. That is approximately correct.

Representative Hamilton. And now you have this rather
extraordinary figure that you have presented us today for February.
There were those who were suggesting in January that we might be

slipping into a recession. There is certainly no evidence of that now, is
there?

Ms. Abraham. This month's figure certainly would give you no basis
for thinking that is what is going on. I always hesitate to draw too much
of a conclusion from any one month's number. 1, of course, will be
eagerly waiting for the March data.

Representative Hamilton. We are always looking forward to the
next month in your business.

Ms. Abraham. Right.

Representative Hamilton. What was the inflation rate last year?

Ms. Abraham. Over the year ending in January, the Consumer Price
Index rose by 2.7 percent.

Representative Hamilton. Now, the inflation rate for the past three
years has been about that, hasn't it? I think 2.6 percent is the figure I
have. The inflation rate for the past three years has averaged about 2.6
percent; is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. It is about that. 2.7, 2.7, 2.5 percent in the three prior
years ending in December.

Representative Hamilton. If you look back historically, how does
that line up as a performance on inflation?

Ms. Abraham. Ken, you may have a longer time series on the
Consumer Price Index than I do.

Mr. Dalton. Back to 1986, in that year, that single year, the CPI went
up 1. I percent; and to get a string of years, three years, where it was
lower than 2.6, you have to go back to 1965.

Representative Hamilton. So, it is a pretty good performance
overall.

Now, the inflation rate has continued to fall, or did fall in 1995, even
though the unemployment rate was consistently below 6 percent. It used
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to be that economists got nervous when unemployment went below 6
percent; they thought that that would trigger inflation, right?

Ms. Abraham. There was a time when people thought we could hum
along with 3.5 and 4 percent, though more recently, people have put out
estimates somewhere in the vicinity of 5.5 to 6 percent as what was
sustainable.

Representative Hamilton. But the evidence of recent months is clear
that you can get the unemployment rate below 6 percent for a sustained
period of time and not trigger a spurt in inflation?

Ms. Abraham. The facts, as you describe them, are clearly correct.
Unemployment has been below 6 percent. Inflation has been low. It does
again remain to be seen what happens as we move into the coming years.

Representative Hamilton. The unemployment rate has now been
below 6 percent for how long?

Ms. Abraham. For nearly a year and a half. It dipped below 6
percent in September of 1994.

Representative Hamilton. Okay. And during that time, inflation has
been -- how would you describe it? Steady? Or low? Or steady and
low? How do you describe it?

Ms. Abraham. I guess I would say basically steady and low. Would
you agree with that?

Mr. Dalton. Steady, I would agree with.

Representative Hamilton. And low?

Mr. Dalton. You may get an argument on low.

Representative Haipilton. You mean the 2.6 or 2.7 percent is not
low?

Mr. Dalton. Well, it is certainly by recent standards, but if you go
back to the period we were talking about earlier, like 1965, annual
increases were closer to 1 percent then.

Representative Hamilton. Do you have enough evidence now to say
that the noninflation unemployment rate is not 6 percent, as previously
was feared, but could be something lower than 6 percent?

Ms. Abraham. I am afraid we probably are not the right set of folks
to ask about that, since drawing a conclusion about what the NAIRU is
requires setting up a model and making some assumptions, and we are a
lot more comfortable talking about data than about assumptions that
would go into that kind of model.
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Representative Hamilton. You have got some alternative measures
of unemployment?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.
Representative Hamilton. Where do they get us? What is the

significance of those alternative measures?
I will tell you what I am driving at here. The question is, does the Fed

have more room to expand the economy? Is there anything in these other
unemployment rate measures that suggests to us that the Fed has more
flexibility than many have thought in the past or may think now?

Ms. Abraham. Well, if I could just describe briefly what those
measures are and how they have behaved, we are referring to them as
alternative measures of labor underutilization, but I was sure when we
made up that title that we weren't going to persuade people to adopt that
terminology.

Those measures differ from the official unemployment rate with
respect to how inclusive they are, essentially; and the reason that we have
them is that there are those who argue that the unemployed include some
people who really are not suffering serious hardship. Conversely, there
are people who argue that the unemployment rate excludes many people
who have got real serious labor market problems of one sort or another,
who are not being fully utilized; so we offer a range of measures.

But I think for the purpose that you are bringing them up, the relevant
question is not how does their level compare to that of the official
unemployment rate, but rather is there any evidence that they have been
tracking differently over time than the official unemployment rate? And
as best we can tell from looking at the data, they generally track pretty
closely with the official unemployment rate. That is, they rise and fall
together.

Representative Hamilton. Let me put it this way: There is no
evidence in these alternative measures to suggest that the Fed has any
reason to forgo a cut in interest rates.

Ms. Abraham. Their behavior has tracked with the official
unemployment rate, so whatever conclusion you would draw from
movements in the unemployment rate, you would likely draw from
looking at movements in these alternative measures.

Representative Hamilton. The alternative measures don't help us on
the question that I am raising on the Fed?

Ms. Abraham. I don't think that they do, probably.
Representative Hamilton. Okay. Thank you.
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Mr. Chairman, I appreciate it very much. Thank you.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Hamilton.

While Mr. Hamilton was asking his questions, staff pointed out to me

that there is one additional question that I would like to ask, which is

related to the JEC study which will be released today relative to the size

of government and wage rates.

Is it true that BLS has data on real median weekly earnings on an

annual basis; is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. Yes, annually and quarter by quarter, we put out data

on median weekly earnings from our monthly household survey.

Representative Saxton. Just to make the point, can you tell us

whether real median weekly earnings during the years of 1994 and 1995

rose, fell or stagnated during, or between, those calendar years?

Ms. Abraham. The data that I have at hand are the data comparing

the fourth quarter of 1995 to the fourth quarter of 1994. The figures,

deflated using the Consumer Price Index, show steady median real

weekly earnings. The figure was exactly the same in those two quarters.

Representative Saxton. So there was no growth or no --

Ms. Abraham. Fourth quarter to fourth quarter.

Representative Saxton. Fourth quarter to fourth quarter, we have a

steady line.

Ms. Abraham. That is consistent with that figure having been fairly

steady for a long period of time beginning in about 1980.

Representative Saxton. So we can say that we did not see growth

over the last decade and a half'?

Ms. Abraham. Using this measure of earnings and taking the

Consumer Price Index as the right deflator, that is correct.

Representative Saxton. So during the years 1994 and 1995 we

continued to see stagnation in terms of median weekly wages?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.

Representative Saxton. Okay. Thank you very much.

We appreciate your coming to visit with us this morning, and we are

glad that we have good news for certain American workers. We look

forward to seeing you again next month.

Ms. Abraham. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[Whereupon, at 10:10 a.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, VICE CHAIRMAN

It's always a pleasure to welcome Commissioner Abraham before the
Joint Economic Committee.

As the Commissioner has warned us many times, caution must be
used in interpreting a single month of data. The employment gains and
decline in the unemployment rate reported this morning are good news,
especially in light of the employment losses reported in the previous
month. However, the role of special factors, including the weather,
certainly played a role. While the rebound from the January employment
decline is certainly welcome, strong gains in employment in coming
months will be needed before anyone becomes too complacent about the
direction of the economy.

Moreover, as we all know, many middle class Americans are
concerned about the erosion of their living standards in recent years.
Recently Majority Leader Armey referred to this problem as the "Clinton
crunch."

In February BLS released new figures that shed more light on this
issue. According to the BLS data, median weekly earnings stagnated in
1995. The quarterly data in the release indicate that this stagnation
continued right into the end of 1995. This explains why so many
Americans feel that they are in a treadmill economy. Despite running
faster and faster, they still are falling behind. What is the explanation for
this?

This morning I am releasing a new JEC study that explains how
excessive Federal spending has become a drag on economic and income
growth. While government has useful functions, there is a point beyond
which the costs outweigh the benefits. This study shows that Federal
spending has long since reached literally counterproductive levels.

The extra costs imposed on the economy through heavy taxation and
borrowing reduces the capacity of the economy to expand output and
income. The bottom line is that we have reached the point where every
added dollar of Federal spending reduces economic and income growth.

In fact, at current levels each additional dollar of Federal spending
reduces the sum total of wages and benefits by 26 cents. By sucking
resources out of the private economy, excessive Federal spending
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undermines the potential of the economy to grow and generate increases
in wages and benefits. Stagnation in our standard of living is the price
tag attached to big government.

A serious effort to restrain Federal spending and taxation is needed to
restore a basis for sustained income growth. The current stagnation in
family income must be addressed.
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THE IMPACT OF THE WELFARE STATE ON WORKERS

Executive Summary

This is the second study in a series I have commissioned on the impact of the welfare state on
various aspects of the American economy. The first study, The Impact of the Welfare State on the
American Economy. examined the drag on economic growth resulting from excessive levels of federal
spending. The second study, The Impact ofthe Welfare State on Workers, analyzes the relationship
between the size of the federal govemnment and recent trends in income and compensation.

The first seton of this study debunks the myth advanced by Labor Secretary Robert Reich that
sedks to blame the income stagnation under the Clinton Administration on a recovay in business profits.
This study refutes the notion that business profits cause income stagnation, and instead demonstrates
that healthy business profits tend to generate compensation gains for American workers. This section
of the study also shows that when appropriate inflation measures are used, hourly wages and benefits

cived by the typical worker increased about 26 percent between 1973 and 1994, after adjustment for
inflation. This study demonstrates that there was a very close relationship between productivity and
compensation growth during this period.

The second section of the report focuses on the relationship between excessive federal spending,
productivity, and compensation. Among the conclusions of the study are the following:

* When federal spending as a share of GDP exceeds a level of 17.4 percent, additional federal
spending becomes literally counterproductive, with negative effects on productivity and
compensation growth.

* At present levels of federal spending as a share of GDP, restraining federal spending by one
dollar during the current year would yield an increase of 26 cents in total wages and benefits.
Sustaining this budget restraint over a seven year period would produce cumulative gains of
S1.68.

* Over time, the drag of excessive federal spending on productivity and compensation growth are
striking. If federal spending had been held constant at its 1965 share of 17.6 percent of GDP,
and federal taxes adjusted accordingly, the present value of the gains to the typical worker over
the period 1973-1994 would have amounted to S 106,800, enough to purchase a median priced
new home.

This study provides a public service by quantifying the sizable costs of excessive federal
spending to the average worker in the U.S. I am pleased to make this study available to the Congress
and public, and hope it contributes to an informed debate about the counterproductive effects of
excessive federal spending in America.

Jim Saxton
Vice-Chairman
Joint Economic Committee
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THE IMPACT OF THE WELFARE STATE ON WORKERS

by
Lowell Gallaway and Richard Vadder

PROLOGUE

This is the semod in a series of studies desilsd to aqbe the q8estios of whether the fideral
pivsmanct to the United States is too lae In the fist sud, the geral muse of the effiat of the sa of dt
fideal governmet, measured as pemt of Gns Dostic Probact (GDP), o the leved ofGDP is amdyszd.
Our mnjor finding n Uth sub is that beyusd a level of fidehal %sd amim to 1757 permit of GDP,
additiomal foral viaiitureq havew a negdive iqmpat Al airest lewls of sp n*ding and GDP, rsaig
fidedal sadin bya dollar will add 38 en toGDP.

In thi sty, we puthisquesti at am e d_ d, f a d mctof an
oversized govesamont ao the real cenn atim of wokers in the United Sacs. What we discover is a set of
relatiouships tha1 ais quit coistast with our earlier fiad . Speiicaly, we find thdt estain an i t
fideral spaiding by on dollar will lead to a 26 < mca ese in the real cnsation of workers. litdualls of
our arslsis fiolow. The first section eamins measme mme and the rdatiansip bewon preodctivity and
compensation growth. The second section statistically amines the effects of an excessive gfvlunment n
wages and bonefits.

1 THE LABOR INCOME GROWTH PROBLEM

'It was the best of times, it was the worst of times."
Charles Dicens,
A Tale of Two Cities

Charles Didcans did not have the American labor market us miid when he paned thae famous words.
Hower, with modest rewording to read, "Was it the best of times or the worst of timas" they rather accurately
describe the murcst controversy caering an the pattern of growth (or lack of growth) of the real econaic
rewards to workers in dte United States. Depnding aon how oat defines dte pay of woreks, mad which price
index is used to convert flrn nominal to real tens, abnost any story can be told.' Fgure I illustates die
eweisit vrsions of the possible scenarios that may be skeei Tbl solid Ine dacribes avea weekly earnings
for the private soctor of the canony deflated by the official cansumer price id. The data are in idex number
foais, with 1973 set equal to 1002 This data series shous an increase flcirn 62.4 in 1947 to 100 in 1973 ai,
tia decline to 79.3 in 1994.

On the odoer hand, the broken li i in Fiure I describes movemets in worker aomponari per hour
deflaled by the Gross Domestic Product delator for the _ou-fi nI crporate business autor of the American
econoy. It stood at 49.9 in 1948, mse to 100 in 1973, and inreased furir to 137.7 in 1994, quite a dffiiest
picture than that provided by the weddy earnings seres

'Karl Zinedster summarizes this controversy quite well in, "Coming this Year: Max for Dumme." Wall
Stret Joural. January 25. 1996. p. a22.

2 1973 is used as the base year because it is a business cycle peak and many of the real wage series we will refer
to also peak at that time.
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The Wage M easwunet Problan

Two fitr account for the widely disparate vws oftde world deseribed graphically n Fgure FzFst,
dte average weekly earning seres does =nt take into accont rcames in dte number of hours wased per week,
and second, it ignores de increasig umportance of fiinge baits as a pan of the payni package available to
workers. Hours of work have bo systematically declining throughoutde post-World War 1 era'

The negatve inpact of dtis derlie or average weidy earnings is ilhustrated m Figure 2. Thre seies
are p entd there, aveg weeldy earig average hxusly earnings (bcxh for the private sector of die
oecxrny), and average wmkes crnpensation per hour for dhe business sector of the American eoonany. All
are deatod by the official corasumer price index (CPI-U). A cmnparison of the weekly and hourly earnings series
shows that, in 1947, the weekly index exemed the h ly index by 9.1 penxna However, in 1994, the sinrauion
was reversed. The hourly series was lakr than the wekdy by 6.8 per1 . Thus woely and anumal earnings
avages understate wage grawth because these nmeasmn are not adustd for the dedine m hours during the

Between 1973 and 1994. average weekly hours in the private seator of the economy fell from 36.9 to 34.7, a
decline of 6.0 percent. Source: Deparnment of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics, as reported in Ecesoatc Report
of the President, 1995 (Washington. DC: Government Printing Office. 1995), Table B-45, and Economic
Indicators (Washington. DC: Government Printing Office, 1995), November 1995. p. 15.

Best Case and Worst Case Scenarios
of Inflation Adjusted Income Growth

140 . Udl Slnts, 19418U114

130 cownslo Per Hour,

110

Ito

70

60 - . " I D~~~~~~~DelaedbyCP;rU I

40

Figum 1
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Even naoe impotant is the in ag importance of frine banefits. In 1947, the ctmpaisatson per hour

index was 19.7 percnt less dan the hourly eantings Seres. By 1994, it was 28.1 percent grter. Moving fion

a simple h l eamnmn to an howrly cap o alYis makes a tnaus diffence. It cae dte story

frnn one of major declines in economic rewards to cawloke sinc 1973 to One of modest increases.

ltw Price Index Problem

Definitional ditrtons am only am pain of the problen of ase the growth patern in the real whle

of the padrge of econnic paymsnts reoaved by wosads. The chow ofa pnice index to caonve non nl to Nl

vhal is crucial. To illustrate the impotance ofthe pnce index issue, the behavior over time of fair aisucho in s

is sown gahil in Figure 3.' The fair indices am.

The price index issue has been moving to the foreront in recent yeaon. The Boskin Commission report
argfu that the problem is even more aute than suggested here. However. we have confined our discussion to a
series of currently published official indices.

Three Measures of Inflation Adjusted Labor Income
United States, 1947-1994

(Defluad by CPl4J)

11110

Av.MgV. W-y E~amhig.
I00

so.

so

7eZ~~~~~OI , /A|vage HourlyEamings

70 0,

go.. 4crnpenP =0ur 1931ee

- -- - - - - -ur -2
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I. The official conumcr price Mm (CPI-LIX

2. A s p pric sees disam d by the Beau of Labor tatisti known as tbe CPI-U-XI,

3. The pnc deflr for Gross Domestic Product, and

4. The price deflator for the orporate, no-fnanicial, business ector of the econy.

A Comparison of Movements In Four Price Deflators
Unbild Stats, 1d-14994

so
-Non.FkinacWIo~i~ara

GP . ...

2U0

150

so _-1973 -100

Figure 3

A fbw words are in order corcerning the first two of tdese indices. The CPI-U-XI was deweoped by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics i response to criticism of dhe determintion of tde CPI4J. It is widely regniwd
thdt dhe CPI-U devloped a pronounced upward bias circa 19t0 due to the nann ci which it was
hosing seCor ats. e official Census Bureau position On die use ofthis lindex is as folbws:

' U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Meaiag the Effect of Beneits and Taxes en
licome sad Poverty: 1979 to 1991. Current Population Reports, Cemsmer 1nom, Series P460, No. 182RD
(Washington. DC: U. S. Government Printing Office. 1992). page H-I.
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The Bureau of Labor Stanstics (BLS) dteloped an expenmental Consmer Pncre

Inde (CPI-U-XI)for researchers who wish to make histonwa7 compaisons with the current

Consumer Pnce Inder for Al Urban Consumers (CPI-U) which -srS the rental eqwlenq

approach to measuring shelter services. Prior to 1983, the measurement of homeowner costs

included changes in the asset value of homes... This rental equiwvlence approach is a

method oy tha t isolates the shelter sic es component anrt therefire. is a superior

mare. . .

Therejbre. BLS mcomrnends the use of CPI-U-Xj to those who need a CPI series dhot

treats homeowner costs consistently over time.

Prior to the late 1970s, thereis lMde
problen with the price indimes (see Panel A of
Figure 3). For dte most part, they move in
unison. However, since than, there has been a
substamial divergece in the fbur price indices
we have described. By 1994, the CPI-U is
242 percnt higher than the GDP deflator for
dhe corporate, nmo-fiancial, Seor of the

coonory (see Panel B of Figure 3). Such
variation is capable of producing greatly
dispararc pereptions of what has becn
happening to the wages and crnpensabon of
wors in America. With three diflrrt
wage and crmnpaoat nasres and four
ddli price indies, there are twelve
possible variants of wage and conpensation
daLa Values for these twelve wage and
conpersatin indfices are shown in Table I for
1947 (or, in soe cases, 1948), 1973, and
1994.

Our prelhrred set of indices is that
which describes the behavior of coriensabon
per hour for woden. It mome neady imesum
the total per unit cost of labor to employers, as
well as the total vahle of all money wages and
various frne benefits recived by each unit of
labor supplied in the market place. The four
diffeet versions of the real cinpensation per
hour data series are shown in Figure 4. The
diflrences are dranatic. Using the CPI-U,
tbe real comppnsation shows a value of 109.3
(1973=100) in 1994. With the CPI-U-XI, it
is 116.7; with the GDP deflator 124.2. and
with the non-financial corporate business
deflator 137.7

Page 5

Table I 1

Seleded Valse, Vadous In&= Of
Wage and Compenation PaYmeyts.

Untied Stoles. 1947-1994

Wer Pgro ai 197 97 1994
CMe"kMO M~w

A e CPI-U 624 I00 79.3

Weekly Eanump

Awrap CPI.U.XI 61.1 100 u4.3
W.Mly Eaminp_

Awne GDP Deftl 64 100 9

WeedJy Eerninp

A-&e GDP D Ofta 67.2 I00 99.9

Weekly Emninp Cap. Ncn-Fm.

Age Ccn-U 57.2 100 U4.6

-H y Eeninp I

Awspg CPI.U-XI 55.9 100 39.9
Hory E-inp I

Ave GDP MilOeor 51L6 IX 96.

Harly Emninp

Amp GDP Detour 62 200 106.5

Hmely Eanio C.ep No-F. I

Cmion. CPI.U 45.9 00 209.3

pe. HoI

CoAPmpon c -U-X 449 200 116.7
Pe. Hm I

| Canpntion GDP DOeleu 47.1 200 124.2

per Hov

| Cmnpn200n GDP Der 49.9 237.7

per Hov Corp. Nen-Fm.

Sm e: W Con'Con
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Notice thatmye
Alternative Inflation Adjusted Real of t da =

Compensation Per Hour Data Series
Uitead Staftes 1945-154sbt aeth os-a

hou f h f sha zip

.. -R| ........ 8 1MU to 0111 3MC

wt.CFIU ,." ~~~~~~~~~1973. Chosin

s1. -Q-vSW.-Cftx1 than is a diffmh~ task.
c~~~~~~~~w.~~~~~Ol wo_ nb can be mjectod

, _ - Z a c~~~ut f handI, dud usuEg the
CPI-U. Beyond that, a
case can be made for cab
of be ther dt ,
depending na whltber you
wish to fcos solely as

produced in the American
ecnomy. Our solution to this problen is to use an average of the three data series deived by using the CPI-U-
XI and the two price deflators. The resulting real conpensatimn series is shown in Figure 5. h shows a level of
compensation in 1994 of 126.0.

The Compensation Growth Preferred Inflation Adjusted
luIsm Compensation Per Hour Series

UniSted s5. 1946-190
While the real aa

ompensaticn series shown in 1*o
Figurvs 4 and 5 all indicate an
increase in the hourly
compensation of workers since
1973, a comparison of that .
growth with what occurred so
earlier in the post-World War II
era dearly indicates a decline in o
the rate of growth in more rexnt
years. Table 2 shows the annual o
grwthn rate in real wages or o
compensation for all twelve * *io 1 *_ I_ n7 Ism I_ 1
variants of the wage and F4____ 5
compensation sernes reported in
Table I phis that shown in Figure 5 for both the pre-1973 and post-1973 periods. In all twelve cases, the rate of
growth is much greater in the pre-1973 period. In flCt, in tie firs se variants, growth is substantial and
posinve prior to 1973 and negative in the years fblwg h is only in thelast six that growth is positive in both
of there periods. In the case of the five variants of the real hourly copensatic n serics, it more than doubles in the
years 1947-1973. Aflter 1973, the best rate of growth shom rame than a snethird increase and our prefsim
neasure increases by just a little more than one-burth. This pronouned slowdown in the rate of growth in real
hourly compensation needs to be explained.
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Mm3 Reieb Hypotbhes

Secrey of Labor Rebt
Rcich has offerd an explanaion of
this p _uriomon. In a Dqearment of
Labr press release,' he states,
Ilhere is smedlhing wrong with

-ising profits, nig pductivity and
a soanng stock marka, but
empboyrncnt oop- onliiingi
nowhere." The dtust of Rcich's
claim is that increases in profits impl
decreases in cepsation.

The Rcich hypothesis can be
evaluated quite simply. Standard
data sources provide information an
the share of the total value of output
that is accounted for by corporate
profits. One such source contains
data for the non financial corporate
business portion of the ccoony.'
From at, the share of the total value of
output attributable to after-tax
corporate profits can be calculated.
We thcn used this data series in an
attempt to cxplain vaniations in the

real onmpensatorn per hour data
series shown in Figure 5.
Specifically, we explored the
relationship bvwn ycar-to-year
changes in the corporate profits
mcasure and year-to-year changes in
real hourly compensation.

The results are reported in Table 3 for two different versmons of the relationhup and two differcnt tine

periods. One version analyz the linkage between changes in tie corporate profits statistic and changes in

comipsor in the mimn peiod. The other locks at the sane relationship, but asks the question, Do changcs in

dt corporate profit share this yar affct dc change in cormpusaioon betwom now and nod yearW The two tame

periods used are 1948-1994 and 1973-1994.

6 Department of Labor press release, statement by Secretary Robert Reich, June 22. 1995.

'Data are obtained from Economic Report of the President, 1995 (Wastingtoii, DC: Government Printing

Office). B-14. p. 291. and Economic Indicators (Washington. DC: Government Printing Office). November 1995,

p. 
3.

Table 2

Asama Grow* Rates, Varia ladices
of Wa4 sad Compasadoa FRYIumta
-. UinSga~ 5947-t919a 1973-1994

A_ R AMr f
Wq. r . G.(%) dG.4*(9)

cpl-u 1.3 3-09

A~.q. CPI-U.XI 1.9 4 7

W.zkly Eminp

A- Gl7Prdbl 1.7 40.5
W.dlyEi-

A-p GDP Ddea 1.6 0.0
W.&IYkiE..6a Cm N-.F.

=--V CPI-U 22 .0.7
Ho.dy E-i

CPi-U.Xi 2.2 .01

GM5 O ODen. 2.1 0.02

A-P GDP Ddb1 2.0 0.3

Haly E., C. N'-Fi.

Canp.Mft CPI.U 3.0 0.4

p. H

C i p... CPIU-XI 3.1 0.7

p. H-.

C-p-d H GDP Ddhwl, 2.9 1.0

Cank GDP Ddhle 2Z3 1.5
P:= C.p. N.mFin.

Ms. d CPi-U.
rCasp-- cPi-U-XI. 2d 29 1.1

p. H CNF Ddhler

On Dojaihie uiinoi-ig oibh 1940 Se- Auth. Cn.ilgAe
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| ~~~~~~~Table 3
| Revesio Results, Analysis bfLimu in Real C _anmjus teah

I Per Hour. Uited Stst.L 1948&1994

Two radter dear finding eanele firom dthe inflraaticsnesined in Table 3. FMsl, diere ts no evidence
of a significant relationship between dcanges un dte corporate profit sbare of dte value of output and changes an
real cmpatsation in die saue year. The Reich hypothesis is mt o Id Second, and mon important,
changes in the corporate prowit sham dis year and dingesan real hourly c =onpensatio nract year are somewbat
reated (in a s stic seef to e a er. Hower, di d of de relacnsp dily ca dits tbe
Reicl hypotheais, being positive in naoure. Increaes in tde corporate profit share this year are associated with
increasesan real hourly csmpensatio neot year. bItrcstingly, the relationship is moe statistically significant in
the post-1973 period. It seens dear that the Reich hypothesis niakes no usefid contribution to explaiing the
slowig of the rate of gowth n real hourly _onpersatinu suice 1973. h. along with its Iclass warfuteW ovetones,
should be rejected. Any insights itto the reasons fr die sa slowduwn must me fmclsewhee.

The Productivity Hypothesis

An altemative to Robert Reichs conjectues is to excarmm tde behavior of the productivity of Labor when
aeckng to explain variations in real copensation through time. Historically, levels of labor compesation have

moved very closely with advances in die productivity of dte labor input into the productive process.' This,
perhaps the slower growth in labor compensation in remiot yan is nweely a product of a leak of growth in dte
productivity of abor. A strong case can be made diat this is so. The in utance cf productivity in this respect is
ilhutraod quite vividly by Figure 6. h shows die palern of bdmvior of average productivity per hour in the
business sor and our prefeed real hourly conmpenation series since 1947. Tbe correxsndence betwen dte
two is alnost perfbc

' For the enture period, the relaionship is significant at about fte ten percent level. However. for the years
1973-1994. it is significant at the five perce n level.

For a discussion of the relationship between real wages and productivity, see our Out of Work
U iemployment and Government In Tleatieth Century AIneat (New Ycrk and Oakland, Calif.: Holmes and
Meier and Inaependent Institute. 1993). particularly Chapter 11.

~- - - - wID&l9mtbiti Vaiable Thm Po 4 V-d D.W
Cb -oie a- Aialtated lea' dO

Chaxp in 194994 -19.97 -1.29 0.0319 1.99

CAhasxp oiln re 1973-94 2.S2 009 .0|10 2.00

Chinese to Aft-.Tax Profit
iSre ( 1al One Poi) 1949-94 24.73 1.60 0.04 1.99

ChrepinAlr-Tax Pnofi 1973-94 53.23 2.12 0.1174 2.04

Nowe: All regroio equatia.s haew Arima adjusnmel - (02) Srce: Anthos' C ulaftm mns
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The graphic

Conmparion of Movements In nflation Adjusted Compensu tign evidence 6 Ate in

Per Hour of Labor input and Output Per Hour ot Labor hIput Fiurc 6 m dicates that
the observd

.io rctardation in the

.ICmepunsadon l per hour. awge ol. eCPl growth of real

1. 0 o I CPI4Itan Coip. ?4P 009 r O ~ in the

Ile . United States can be

IN 
trace to a similar

ao . /mretardation in the rate
,,1npu ~r~ i of productivity growth
ro B Iscu~si Sel in the United States.

nO. UWhy the slowing in

. pproductivity growth?

go 
A reasonable
hypahc sis is that

pr uie y g this
.influenced in soarc

fishimn by
goverrancrtal activities.

11. THE SIZE OF GOVERNMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH

The increased command of government over scarce resources may have lowered productivity in America

by shifting somre resource allocation decisions frnm the relatively productive private sector to the less productive

public sector. Wfhy, however, is the public setor less efficiernt, less capable of producing high levels of output per

worker? Six &ctors are key to understanding the governmrens negative role in productivity growth: behavioral

incentives, monopoly rent-socking, regulation, benefit-cost asymnty. and the shortsightedness effect.

Incentives

In the market-driven private sector, managers have a strong icentive to raise outputs in relation to inputs

used to produce those outputs. Higher productivity nears greter profits, as costs fall in relation to revenues.

Greater profits, i turn, usually mnc highcr rwards to the nanarges and other enployees considered responsible

for the eiharacament of productivity. Greater rewards might arne in forn of higher prices an company stock

(particulaly valuable when employees have stock options or are in a ESOP plan). profit sharing bonuses, or

simply bigher salaries. Market prices convey nformation that make deision-nmak g relativly easy, easing

resource allocation deasions. Ultimately, profits are generated by satisfying the needs of cneus. Profts

serve as a reasure by which managr of businesses can be held accountable by their bosses, dbe stockiolders.

By cantras, in the public sector, maragors seldom receive any rewards for enacting cost-reducing or

outputEcohancing measures. Indeed, in san cases, ieareses m productivity merely mean the manager in question

has a smallr budget, and also mnust icur the wrath of felow employees who may suffer from the charges which

provided the advance in output per worker The lack of profit signals makes it diffcuk to evaluate performance

and thus hold managers acontabl.
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All of dios explains why corporate downsizing by laW profitable ccupaies such as IBM, AlT and

Easmnan Kodak is corronplace as firms try to ahanz efficiency and Oims sharholder value. Governnnt

downsizing, howevert s far less emrnmao depite dte fact tbat already the public seca as, on avuaM already less

productive tian the private one.

Monopoly

For most governmental savices, there is a singe providr. The govesnosct has a n opoly an the

provision of the service. A governset bureaucracy does not fed pressure to act costs to nmt competition fron

corpeting prmvidezi of goods or services. In genrial, tdin is not the case typically with pvides in tbc private

sector, who face competition from one or more firms arntous to offer a better product a a bwcr price.

Competition prods finms into efficircices and into oflieing improved products. The lack of competition may
explain why, by most mcasures, productivity has not rsn rapidly in the provision of, for example, education and

postal servics.

Rent-Seekiag Behavior

As govermmnm t grows, efforts to use dic political process to redistuibute ncomec from the geral

taxpaying public to specific individuals or groups also intensify. Highway contractors promotc "inflastructure
investment", public employees seek larke salary increases, businesses sock subsidis, still ethers favor public

assistance of one form or anodhe. When a group receives a payment without providing anything in return, it
collects "econanic rent." By any mcasure, most of the increase in real federal government expenditures in the past

generation have gone for 'transfer paymems" -money being taken from tic general taxpaying public and given to
favored groups.

Mancur Olson calls these groups "distributional coalitions" and argues persuasively that they inpair
economic growth." A host of studies have argued that rent-sding behavior negatively impacts on growth."

The retum to productive activity by ordinazy citimns is reduced by taxes used to cover transer payncts. On
the ether hand, the receipt of transfers is often contingent on the recipient showing a lack of productivity.
Payments arc given for not worving (unemployment insurance, disabilty payments, welfire). The availability of
alternative sources of income reduces incentives to work, reducing aggregate output.

'° Mancur Olson. The Rise and DeclIne of Nations (New Haven: Yale University Press. 1982).

" For example, see Richard Vedder and Lowell Gallaway. 'Rent-Secking. Distributional Coalitions. Taxes.
Relative Prices and Economic Growth," Public Choice, vol. 51, 1986, pp. 93-100.

12 For a recent study citing dozens of papers demonstrating the adverse effects of taxes on economic growth, see

Richard Vedder. State and Local Tax and Economic Growth: Lessons for Federal Tax Reform, Staff Study,
Joint Economic Committee of Congress (Washington. DC: Joint Economic Committee, 1995).
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Repltto

In a world without governcrit proflt-marnizig private enrereneurs have every inve to raise

produdivty - to reduce the use of inputs for any given quantity of output Government regulations, if i is

meaningfl, intefres with this process. Governmertal cfiramts limnt the ability of firms to use resoures as

they hik. If Machine A is used, governpet niles may specify how the equicmsnt ca be used. Labor laws

eulate copensaio of employ's (e.g., mininurn wage laws the Davis-Bu Act), socnems reducing

eaplaynst and thus output In short, if it is correct that, other thins held the samc, Cett-mnnunurng firms try to

mawrniuz output per worker, any government nile that forces behavioral changes will ahnost by &dfindicio lead

to lower productivity. The cost of regplation may well reach into the hundreds of bills of dollars annually or

beyond.' Of ourse, se gulatin may be needed, but this cam become excessive and gerneate more costs

dan benefits.

Concertrated DarefltsDisbursed Costs and Rational Igno

The quality of public sto decision making is distorted by the fai that when benfits of government

action awe ecncenrated among a relatively smull proportion of the populato, but costs are widely disbursed

anrog all tax s, many projects are undertaken that would no otherwise survive objective scrutiny. VPork

bana projects are typically public works scenmes benefiting thousands of people but paid fir by millions. The

beneficiaries see significant benefits per recipient fron the projet, so campaign hard for its enacrialt Non-

benefiting taxpayers who are paying for most of the project typically find its cost very low, so they are not likely

to prot

A hypodnotical emple demonstrates the point. Suppose the people of a conmmunity talk their iflea

cangressian into slipping a new project into an appropriations bill. Let us say the project provides S200 million

in benefits to the one millon persons of the community receiving the improvement - S200 per person or S800 for

a typical household of fior. People in that corrimunity will clamor for the project, as the benefits are big enough to

provoke seous lobbying. Suppose the project cost the 260 million American taxpayers S300 million -S1.15 a

person or less than five dollars for a family of four. The costs are so small that the typical taxpayer is not going to

expend tinm and resources fgh the nargialy hanf project. The average taxpayer is 'rationally ignorant'

about the project Yet the costs to socicty (S300 million) are greater than the benefits (S200 million), so the

investment is dearly one with a negative return to society. Yet the asynrndrical lobbying on the project will

typically lead to it being undertaken. This principle is at work literally humdredsl if not thousands, of times

annually in various types of speca interest legislation.

The Slortsitedness EfiCt

Many investmns dat raise productivity take several yewars to complete. The cuts of the project come

quickly, but the benefits largely accrue many years in the future. In the private sector, investments of this type are

undetaklen simm firms now that such investment is vital to maxmuzig the present value of fxture profit

streas. In the public sector, however, payoffs received even two or more years from now from expenditures

made today are politically irrelevsat, since cangressmen nust face reeection within a very few years of the date

13 Professor Vedder is completing a study for the Center for the Study of American Business at Washington

University in St. Louis that demonstrates this point using time-series data on productivity and regulatory effort (as

measured by spending on regulation). The tentative title is Federal Regalation's Impact on the Productivit

Slowdlao.
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die deisi is made to proceed with the xWidinure. There is a bias, tden, to make decisions tdat have inmmdiate
benefits and defadi costs, when in fact sone of those dcisions are socially undrairable, since tde pres=n value
of those future cow exeed die value of the beriefits. Tbe costs, howeve, am largely di sed fium the voters,
while the berefits are obvious. Similarly. sine worthwhile e xpnditum are na undertake cm where die
p valt of befits ex cost simply becaus te befits ae in the fime and te poltical vahise of tose
bonefits to existing congressi are tninimal.

Thus tde political pronms pne shortsighted" deisions, and leads to sudi fiscal policy at e as
large deficit financing (spend today and denve political benefits finand in the futwue by disguised tatatiton). Tbe
shortsightedness effect is one factor in expimmg dbe persistence of budget deficits. Wha new social programs
am begun, typically they am structurud so first or aecesd year costs are noderate, but "o at year' exensditrcs
soar. Politicians than can claim 'I helped get you new pogram A' and derive political benefits fur programs that
may have, n greater finandal costs tan beefits.

An Empbical Evaluation of Govarnmnts Impact on Productivity

The preceding arginmnt has emphasid the negative side of government activities. However, nt all
govemnt actions are counterproductve. There are things that government can do that improve the fuctioning
of the eciomy, such as providing for natimal defase, maintanig a system of laws that assist in seling
contractual disputes and provide for the safety of individuals and their property, providing a basic infinstructure,
and establishing a miimal afety-net for its citiams. In the strictes econonic sense, the postive effects of
govermmnst tend to re the costs of producing goods and serices, thereby raising produdivity and lowering
prices. What is critical in evaluating the impact of tde Fedeal govenmint on the average productivity of labor is
the net effect of its positive and negative contributiorns. Whk government is small, additions to it arm more likely
to improve the nations econornic peifioance. Howeer, as it becomes Urger and iper. it tends to stray off
mone and more into programs that produce the kinds of inefficiencies previously described. What this indicates is
a systematic rluaticnshp between the size of the Federal govemment and the average productivity of labor. At
low levels of goveraent spending and activity, the contributions to enhancing levels of productivity are posiive,
but at high levels, they are negative."

The availability of numerical data detailing levels of fedcral government expenditures, expressed as a
percent of GDP, and the average productivity of labor allow a statistical evaluation of the suggesed relationship
between the size of government and tde productivity of abor. To do this, we estimated a statistical relationship of
the form:

(I) PR = a + bG - cG' + dT + e

where PR represents the annual average productivity of hbor, T delineates the passage of time, G is f6eral
government spending as a peroentage of Gross Donmestic Product, and G2 is the square of the variable G. The
variable T is included to cuntrnl for tde long term growth in the average productivity of labor. The statistical
results are repoted in Table 4. All oftdi independent variables are statistically significant at cumnonly accepted
levels. Also, the signs of the variables inde that the hypothesis that beyond sonie siu growth in tde magnitude
of govermment adversely afets the productivity of labor is cenfirmed. Interestingly, the value of G beyond

"4 The relationship described here is an extension of the Armey cuive concept explored in our earlier study for

the Joint Economic Committee. The Impact of the Welfare State on the American Economy (Washington. DC:

December, 1995).
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which growth in govenmricat begins to exert its

negative dlicts is a Federal governrt share of

Gross National Product of 17.42 peremi, ablost

exctly the sane value fbmd in our earlier analysis
of the impact of gorvernat on real Gross

Domsc Produts

To fmly establish the quanitative linkage
beatwon the size of the Federal govenarent and the
eonqrasation of labor, a statistical estimate of the

productivityecarspatsaion relatiawhip is also
reported (see Table 5)." As expected, on the basis
of Figure 6, dte average productivity of labor and
real comnparsation ame powerlly relat This
indicates that the already observed effect of dte size
of pvernment on labor productivity is directly
transfirabbe to real compensation, indicating that
growth in dte size of the Federal goventncrt
beyond dte optimal level of 17.4 percent has
operated to reduce tlevel of real cinpensation
per worker in the Amterican conomy.

Further insight mito the magitude of the impact of the growth of govenmt on wag levels in the

Unitod States can be obtained bv as the "Whatwouldhave if the siof government had
Tanained stabb at some bwer

.Table level, as opposed to the
increase reflected in the actual

Regrsslon Results, Analysis of Relaohip his l Ma g

Betweet Productivity and Real Compesation Per Hour such an asswnption permits
United States 19481994 calrwlaring a hypothetical

productivity and real wage

Independent Variable lRegression Coefficientl -Statistic series that then can be

Average Outp Pera1. cOrpared with dae actual. A
Aorv f abrag p Input57.4 goo po of departure for
_______of ___Labor ___Input___I__I this purpose is the year 1965,

Notr Other regression statistics: Adjusted R' = .9993. Since rea at whidc tmne federal
cospensation would be zero if average product of labor were zero, the governernt spasding stood at
regression equition is constrained to pass through the origin. 17.6 percent of Gross

s can Authors Calculations Doric Product, vey close

to tbe optimal level of Feaaal
govennatt spendig as a

" See our The Impact of the Welfare State on the American Economy, Joint Economic Committee study

(Washington, DC: Joint Economic Committee. 1995).

16 This regression equation is constrained to run through the origin. The basis for this is the a priori

expectation that at a zero level of average producivity of labor. real compensation would be zero.

Table 4

Regmatat Realta. Anals of Change
In Averag Output er Hour of labo Inpat

; Unitde Skim 1947-1994

Independent Variable Regrussoa t-Statistic
Coefinciet

Federal Govemntent
Expenditureas 4.1 4.16
Percent of GDP

Square of Federal
GovernmentExpenditure -0.12 4. 18

as Percentof GDP

Time 1.62 42.81

Note: Othn rqegrssion tatistics: Adjusted R - .9942,
D.W - 1.47, Arina Adjusnnent - (02).

Scum: Authors' Calculations
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Table 6

Comparison of Actual and
I Hypothetical Real Compensation Per Hour

United States. 1973-1994

Hypothetical Rel Average Real
Year Compensation Per Hour Compensation Per Hour

(1973=100) (1973=100)

1973 100.0 100.0

1974 102.0 100.0

1975 104.0 100.1

1976 106.1 103.6

1977 108.1 105.3

1978 110.1 106.7

1979 112.1 106.9

1980 114.1 107.4
1981 116.2 107.0

1982 118.2 109.0

1983 120.2 109.7

share of Gross Domestic
Product that we hve
esLinat. When the
neomssry calculn are
made, the results shown
Table 6 (and displayd
graphically in Figure 7) ar
obtained. Sinm our primary

st is in explaming the
rardation of tbe growth in

aomen since
1973, the actual and
hypo ticalon
seres avw becn indcdd on
1973 (=100). What we find
is tht holding the level of
fdrax gom t speding
constant at 17.6 perent of
Gross Donestic Product
since 1973 would have
produced a level of real
comprnabon in 1994 some
13 pncent higoer than wiht
actually ocrred.

1984 122.2 110.1 The pictere of how
1985 124.2 111.7 largegovernmet neatively

1986 126.3 115.4 influenes the leve of

1987 128.3 116.3 economic activity in the
1987 120.3 116.3 American c onyis now
1988 130.3 117.2 lewar When gvemnenst
1989 132.3 116.1 grows beyond the level that
1990 134.3 117.8 optimal for the conomny. it

1991 136.3 119.4 i s that
incom the cost of

1992 138.4 - 122.9 producirig goods and
1993 140.4 125. 1 seVoe and reduce the real
1994 142.4 126.0 rens to labor. The

Source: Authors'Calculations ncmulative impact of these
inedciencies over a
substantial period of tine is
mm qUsing the adual

estimates of conpanation per hour in the non-financial corporate business s and the data dcribing the
avurge number of hoars worked per wek in the private n gri sector, we have estimated the present
value of the annual loses per worker (measured in 1994 dollars) of ovcrsid governhent in the ywars sinme 1973
(through 1994). In 1994 aloun, the tral Ioss of otxnpesation amounted to S4132, some S344 per month. Over
a lner period of time, for someone who had worked the typical workweec and earr.ed the typical cM ion
during those years, the present vale of the amulatve cost of the excssie fedeal goverrmnmt tatals S71,200.
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Comparison of Actual Inflation Adjutd Compensation lbe * f als toe
PNr Hour ot Labor Input with Hypothical Sat.. g f

Assuning Federal Spending Equal to 17.6% of GOP reduta federal taxa t
dha ainiost MMtanl

I.0 
would have flowed in
the wake of hoding
fdervi spending at 17.6

Ls r,_ _ r SPMZ percet of GDP. During
v4Lft .7j% r 0 ' dO .. tbe od 1973-1994,

fidendal -m
revenus averaged 18.7

percent of GDP. If the

lie ICVWAMnueham wold have

'U - fullen~~~~~~~0= f-Oe 0M byl .IPercenage
sz ,. ~~~se~~ever>S_ 1 .......poins (tbe dianicc,

-o - - betwee 19.7 and 17.6

lI n IV ' INS 1. IS S t ni .5 1. _ INS percent) in mt interval,

ft 7 the increast in aftertax
c petion woud have

been about half the ain attributable to the productivity increases tat would have ruad as the result of

estraining governmera spending." Inceasingthe $71,200 figr by fMy permt gives an esnmate of S106,800,

exaly the nedian price of a home in the United Stats in 1993.' Roughly speabnng, an oversized governmnt in

the years 1973-1994 lns ctt the average worker the value of a typical home.

Mte Future of Real Compensation

What is done is don. The question that rains is, 'What about the futur "What can be done to

rectify ts situation in the years ahead" The obvious answer is to impose restraint on fial govaimnt

spending. Using the rfdatiuilsps we hwe developed, it is possible to esmuate thte marginal effect of aining

spending growth on levels of real compensation. Assuming 1994 levels of GDP and fWderal spndng, restrainig

spending by S100 billion would result in about a 1.5 percentage point reduion in fedesal spending as a perct

of GDP (from 22.0 to 20.5 percet). Using the statistical results mpoted in Table 4, this would produce an 0.8

percet increase in both productivity and compensati of worlmrs. When that rate of increase is appled to the

busies ector total comPeUsation data cotaimed in the National Income and Prdu c Accounts, a total

increase in compensation of S26 billion is indicalted Thus, S100 billion of Waeral spending restraint would

produce a S26 billion increase in total real compensation of woe 26 cets per dollar of spending estraint.

Replicating an analysis reported in our earlier study of te impact of ovesrd govermment on GDP, we

estimate that a dollar of spending restraint this year that is maintained over tht flowing at yGars will gnerate

$1.68 of additional total real cmmpensation for workers.

The reduction from 1994 levels of federal spending to the 17.6 percent level would bave increased the

aveage output per hour of labor by 2.1 peracent.

" Statltical Abstract of the Ualtd States 1994 (Washington, DC: Government Printing Ofice, 1995),

Table 1208. p. 732.
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CONCLUSION

Sewed stg mishlus ancr from dth saud

I . The worst-case horror of deeming zeal e paymnts to wrkers since 1973 arc nt true.
Whan appropiately dfined and ed to take into acon d m price lcvcls, there has bean
a nuningfnul inc som 26 inteed r nal padka reiv by die typical
worker 6r an his labor.

2. While there has bern growth in rul carpasation per hour smice 1973, dhe nme of in hase has
slowed perceptibly whan canpard with die po-I73 post-World War 1 pentod.

3. Seuetary of Labor Robert Riddfs "exassie profitsw explanation for die etardation of real
conpasaticn growth is contradicted by the awailable vidence.

4. The pattern of growth in real cornpersation over tme abnost exactly mirrrs the behavior of the
aveag productivity of labor. Consquattly, growth in both real c _npersation and labor
productivt slowed in the post-1973 c.

5. The aveaage productivity of labo is significanty affected by the percatage fiteral expnditurc are
of GDP. Beyond a fdal g n t saof GDP of l7.4 p m i, adiionl spendigi
adversely on average ouiput per hour of labor sericcs anployed. Of course, this translates into a
simlar unpact on the real hm* compeunson of wukers.

6. If 6ial spending had bcen held ta t at its 1965 share of 17.6 pe t of GDP, and Fial
taxes adjusted accordingly, the pr -alue ofthe gams to tde typical work over the period 1973-
1994 would have bwn $106,800, an amount sufficicnt to purchase a typical beoo in the United

Stauem.

7. At prst levels of 6felal spading and GDP, remaining &idcal spening by a dollar during the
curent year will yield an inise of 26 corts in tctal worker convensation. Sustaining that
rstraint over a seten year period wuld produce cmrulative gains ofS 1.6 S i tctal cmnpeano

What these findings strngly icte is Ihat S si taint at the &hnal level is critical to enhancing
the kee of worker _orpmaion n die United States. Every dollar of such int e-dn 26 mco of the
deadweight burden mposed on wor by tbe io- ad by a FidI goveranct that has bI ne too

11p

The authors, Lowell Gallaway and Richard Vedder, are prorfssors of econonucs at Ohio University in
Athats, Ohio.
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RANKING MINORITY MEMBER
I am very pleased to join with Vice Chairman Saxton in welcoming

Commissioner Abraham before the Committee this morning to discuss
the employment and unemployment figures for February.

This morning's figures are good news, in fact very good news indeed.
The number ofjobs on nonfarm payrolls rose a whopping 705 thousand
in February, while the unemployment rate fell to 5.5 percent. This was
the largest one-month gain in employment in almost thirteen years and
the third largest monthly gain in the post-war period. In the private
sector, the economy created 663 thousand jobs in February, which was
also the largest one-month increase in 13 years.

This morning's job growth brings us to a new milestone in job
creation. Since January 1993, the economy has added 8.4 million new
jobs to nonfarm payrolls. This is four times as many jobs as President
Reagan created during his first three years in offic'e and four times as
many as President Bush created during his entire term.

At the same time, the last three years have been a period of low
inflation, in fact the lowest period of inflation in thirty years. Since
1993, consumer prices have risen at an annual rate of only 2.6 percent,
and we have not seen that kind of performance since the early years of
the Kennedy Administration. With that backdrop, there is no basis for
this morning's panic in the bond market.

When George Will asked Senator Dole what this year's election was
going to be about last Sunday, Senator Dole replied, "It's going to be
about bad news." He and many other Republicans have been predicting
recession for three years. Today's numbers suggest that he and other
Republicans need to rethink their campaign theme.

This economy has not only overcome the setbacks from January's bad
weather, but also the economic ineptness of the Republican majority in
Congress. Republicans in Congress have contributed to the recent
slowdown in the economy. The government shutdowns that they
engineered in November and December significantly depressed growth
in last year's fourth quarter, according to the Commerce Department.
And looking to the future, I think it is clear that their extremist economic
policies and their failure to come to closure on the appropriations bills
and the budget for fiscal year 1996 have also weighed down the
economy.

For today, though, we have had some very good news and I look
forward to Commissioner Abraham's statement.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the labor market data
released this morning.

Nonfarm payroll employment jumped by 705,000 in February, and the
unemployment rate fell to 5.5 percent, down from 5.8 percent in January.
The jobless rate has fluctuated between 5.4 percent and 5.8 percent since
the last quarter of 1994.

The 705,000 rise in payroll employment followed a decline of 188,000
in January. The January decline reflected the severe weather in that month.
Viewing February's large increase together with January's decline yields
an average monthly gain of 259,000.

The largest increase in employment over the month was in the services
industry (287,000). January's weather-related declines in private education
and amusement and recreation services were reversed. Health services
added 46,000 jobs in February following almost no increase in January;
over the two months combined, the pace of growth in the industry was in
line with its long-term trend. Business services rebounded from January's
job decline (31,000) with a gain of 126,000 in February. Much of this rise
was due to the addition of 79,000 jobs in help supply services, which more
than offset the January decline in that industry. Help supply services added
an average of 27,000 workers per month between December and February,
considerably more than the monthly average for all of 1995. Elsewhere in
business services, computing and data processing services continued to
show strength; employment also rose in services to buildings, boosted in
part by the return to work of about 13,000 strikers.

Construction added 121,000 jobs in February. This increase reflects
some real strength in the industry, but also the impact of severe weather on
the recent pattern of layoffs and hires.

Retail trade gained 166,000 jobs in February, following a decline of
60,000 jobs in the prior month. Much of the gain was in eating and
drinking establishments, which had been particularly hard-hit by January's
storns. The growth in employment in department stores, on a seasonally
adjusted basis, reflected the fact that there were fewer-than-expected
layoffs in January and February, following weak holiday hiring.

Total government employment rose by 42,000 in February, more than
offsetting the January losses. Employment in State education, local
education, and other local government agencies increased. Partly
offsetting these gains was the continued decline in Federal government
employment.
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Manufacturing added 26,000 jobs in February, but this represents only

a partial return to work of employees who had been off payrolls in January.

Electronic components continued to be the only industry with a steady

growth trend, while most of the other manufacturing industries recovered
only part of their January job losses. The factory workweek and factory

overtime also recovered from their January declines, reaching 41.6 and 4.5
hours, respectively.

Turning to data from the household survey, both the number

unemployed and the unemployment rate fell in February. The number of

jobless persons declined by 322,000 to fewer than 7.4 million, and the

unemployment rate was down three-tenths of a percentage point to 5.5

percent. Unemployment rates declined for both adult women and

teenagers. Like the overall unemployment rate, however, the rates for all

the major worker groups have been fluctuating within relatively narrow
bands for some time.

Before my colleagues and I take your questions, I would like to mention

two items concerning our household data. First, the revised, seasonally

adjusted data series from the household survey that normally accompany
the release of the December figures are now available. These revised

estimates were delayed because of the federal shutdown and the work time
lost during the January blizzard. In addition to recalculating the estimates

based on updated seasonal factors, we also have revised the estimates for

1990 through 1993 using 1990 census-based population controls adjusted

for the estimated undercount. The new population controls previously had

been used in the estimation process only for the data from January 1994
forward.

Second, as we announced last fall, we are reintroducing to our press

release this month a table showing a range of alternative indicators of labor
underutilization. A set of alternative indicators had been published for

many years. Their publication was temporarily suspended when the

revised household survey questionnaire was introduced in January 1994.
The new set of measures takes advantage of the improved data from the
revised survey. It is worth noting that, although their levels differ, the

historical movements in these measures generally have closely followed
those of the official unemployment rate.

In summary, there was a substantial gain in payroll employment in

February following January's weather-related decline. The unemployment
rate fell back to 5.5 percent.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer your questions.
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Media contact: 606-5902 Friday, March 8, 1996.

THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: FEBRUARY 1996

Nonfarm payroll employment increased by-705,000 in February, and the unemployment rate
decreased to 5.5 percent. the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today.
The jump in payroll jobs follows a decline of 188,000 in January, which largely reflected the severe
weather conditions in the eastern part of the country. The jobless rate has hovered within a relatively
narrow range since late 1994.

UInemployment (Household Survey Data)

The unemployment rate fell 0.3 percentage point to 5.5 percent in February, and the number of
unemployed persons decreased by 322.000 to 7.4 million. Each had risen by a similar magnitude in

chan I Unnmployneio rate. seasonany a* Asw. Chaan 2. Nonfarn payro emnployment. seasonaty aqusted.
,, Mar 1993 . Febrary 1996 - March 1993. February 1996

01 . _ _ _ _ _ 2

'L_ i0 Is m, IS IA SA

All seasonally adjusted household data have been revised to incorporate updated seasonal adjustment
factors, which reflect the 1995 experience. Also. unadjusted household data series have been revised for
1990-93 to reflect 1990 census-based population controls. adjusted for the estimated undercount- As a
result, seasonally adjusted data back to 1990 are subject to revision. The January 1995-January 1996 .
unemployment rates, as originally published and as revised, appear on page 5, along with additional
information on the revisions.

In addition. as announced last fall. this release resumes publication of a range of altemative measures
of labor undennailization (table A-7).
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Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

;_zbesi thrms-nds

Category

HOUSEHOLD DATA

Civilian labor force.........................

Employment..............................

UnemploymenL .........................

Not in labor force............................

All workers.....................................

Adult m en.................................

Adult wsomen............................

Teenagers.................................

W hite........................................

Black........................................

Hispanic origin.........................

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment.....................

Goods-producing '....................

Construction .......................

Manufacturing.....................

Service-producing '................

Retail trade........................

Services...............................

Government........................

Total prniate..................................

M anufacturing..........................

Overtime.............................

Average hourly earnings,

total private..............................
Average weekly earnings,

total private............................
' Includes oiher industries, not shown separately.

Quarterly averages I Monthly data Jla'-
1995 1995 1996 Feb.

I. l i IV Dec. Jan. Feb. change

Labor force status

132,380 132,432, 132,352i 132,903j 133,0181 115

124,909 125,096i 124,981 125,226! 125,663i 437

7,4711 7,3361 7,371j 7,677! 7,3551 -322

66.427: 66.9201 67,1561 66,730i 66,7541 24

Unemployment rates

5.6 5.5 5.6 5.81 5.5i -0.3

4.8 4.7 4.8 4.9 4.9' .0

5.0 4.8 4.7 5.1 4.8' -.3

17.7 17.6 18.0' 18.2 16.61 -1.6

4.9 4.9 4.9 5.0 4.9 -.1

10.9 9.9 10.2 10.6 10.3 -.3

9.2 9.3 9.3 9.2' 9.7 .5

Employnment

116,782 117,190 117,357 p
117

,
169

p117,8
74

p
705

24.159 24.155 24,173 p24,114 p
24

.
267

p153

5.240 5.293 5,297 p5,314 p5,435 pl21

18.344 18,293 18,307 pl8,23
2

p18.25
8

p
26

92.622 93,034 93,184 p
93
-
055

p
93

.
607

p552

20.862 20,956 20,981 p20:9
2

1 p21.08
7

p
166

32.951 33,170 33,248 p
33

,
204

p
33

,
491

p
287

19.316 19,314 19,328 p19.299 p
1
9.

341
p42

Hours of w ork'

34.5 34.4 34.3 p33.
7

p34.5 p0.S

.41.5 41.4 41.2. p39.9' p41.6; pl.7

4.4 44! 4.3 p4.1 p4.5! p.4

Earnings'

. S11.51 S11.59 S11.61 pS11.66 pS11.
65

p-S0.01

396.98 399.19 398.22 p392.94' p401.93i p8.99

2 Data relate to private production or nonsupcrvisory wtorkers.

p = preliminary.

NOTE: Household data haoe been rcuscd based on experience through December 1995.
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January, as revised. The unemployment rate has fluctuated between 5.4 and 5.8 percent since the last
quarter of 1994. In February, the jobless rate for adult women decreased by 0.3 percentage point to 4.8
percent; the rate for teenagers dropped 1.6 percentage points to 16.6 percent. The unemployment rates
for the other major worker groups-adult men (4.9 percent), whites (4.9 percent), blacks (10.3 percent),
and Hispanics (9.7 percent)showed little or no change over the month. (See tables A-I and A-2.)

Tonal Fmployment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Total employment increased by 437.000 in February, to 125.7 million. The proportion of the
working-age population that was employed (the employment-population ratio) edged up to 62.9 percent;
however. the measure was slightly lower than a year earlier. The number of persons working part time
for economic reasons increased by 411,000 in February, reversing a decline of similar magnitude in the
previous month. (See tables A-I and A-3.)

The number of persons who held more than one job in February was 7.9 million (not seasonally
adjusted). These multiple jobholders made up 6.3 percent of all employed persons, the same as a year
earlier. (See table A-9.)

The size of the civilian labor force was about unchanged in February, at 133.0 million, seasonally
adjusted. The labor force participation rate held at 66.6 percent and has shown no clear trend since last
spring.

Persons Not in the I abor Force (Household Survey Data!

About 1.8 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in
February-that is, they wanted and were available for work but had stopped looking forjobs sometime in
the prior 12 months. The number of discouraged workers-persons who had stopped looking for work
specifically because they believed nojobs were available to them-was 455,000 in February. Both
figures were close to their levels of a year earlier. (See table A-9.)

Industry Payroll Employment (Fmtatlishment Survey Data)

Total nonfarm payroll employment rose by 705,000 in February, rebounding strongly from weather-
related declines in January. Services, retail trade, and construction all experienced particularly large
employment increases. Most other industries also exhibited strong growth following depressed January
levels. Overall, job growth during the first 2 months of 1996 averaged 259,000 per month. (See table
B-I .)

The services industry added 287,000 jobs in February, following weather-related reductions in the
prior month. Business services, which dipped by 3 1,000 in January, accounted for the largest share of the
February increase (126,000). Within business services, employment in help supply services increased by
79,000, after showing no net growth since last September. The number ofjobs in building services rose
by 24,000 over the month, partly due to the return of 13,000 strikers. Computer services added 14,000
jobs in February, continuing its upward trend. Employment in health services rose by 46,000, in line with
its recent trend when combined with January's small gain. Amusement and recreation, social, and
educational services showed significant gains in February, due in part to the improved weather
conditions.

Retail trade employment rose by 166,000, rebounding sharply from job losses in the prior 2 months.
Eating and drinking places, which were particularly affected by the January blizzard, added 62,000
workers over the month. Job gains also were robust in department stores (59,000), partly the result of a
weather-related rebound. Automobile dealerships and service stations employment continued to expand,
and miscellaneous retail establishments added 24.000 jobs, thereby regaining January's losses. After
registering a very small increase in January, employment in wholesale trade rose by 16,000, about its
average for 1995.
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Construction employment was up by 121,000 in February, seasonally adjusted. Improved weather

conditions contributed to this gsin, but the industry also has shown underlying strength. Mining

employment rose by 6,000 over the month, with 3,000 of this increase in oil and gas extraction.

Manufacturing employment was up 26,000 in February, reflecting the return of employees from

weather-related cutbacks. Despite this increase, factory employment was still down by 49,000 since

December and 267,000 since its recent peak of March 1995. Auto manufacturers brought back only part

of the workforce that was laid off in January due to high inventories. In contrast, the electronic
components industry continued its growth trend.

Employment in the transportation industry rose by 23,000 in February, with trucking and

warehousing and local transit contributing most of the growth. The finance industry added 9,000 jobs

over the month.

Government employment rose by 42,000 in February. This increase was mostly in state and local

education, where some nonsalaried employees had been off payrolls in January due to the snowstorm.
Federal government employment continued to fall.

Weekly Hours (Estahlishment Survey Datat

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls rose

sharply in February-0.8 hour-to 34.5 hours, seasonally adjusted, rebounding from the impact of the

extreme weather last month. The weather's influence was particularly evident in manufacturing; the

factory workweek declined by 1.3 hours in January and increased by 1.7 hours in February. Factory

overtime was up by 0.4 hour to 4.5 hours. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of private production or nonsupervisory workers on nonfarm

payrolls rose by 3.2 percent to 134.5 (1982=l00) in February, reflecting a large rebound in both

employment and hours. The manufacturing index increased by 4.4 percent to 105.8. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Famings (Fsiablighmeni Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings of private production or nonsupervisory workers on nonfarm payrolls edged

down by I cent in February, after seasonal adjustment, following a 5-cent rise in January. Average

weekly earnings rose by 2.3 percent because of the workweek increase. Over the year, average hourly

earnings increased by 2.9 percent and average weekly earnings by 2.6 percent. (See table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for March 1996 is scheduled to be released on Friday, April 5, at 8:30

A.M. (EST).
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Revised Household Survey Data

Recent shutdowns and the weather-related closing of many federal agencies, including BLS. delayed
the annual revisions in the seasonally adjusted household survey series. These revisions are being
introduced with the publication of February 1996 data, 2 months later than usual. In addition, unadjusted
series for 1990-93 have been revised to incorporate 1990 census-based population controls, adjusted for
the estimated undercount. Thus. seasonally adjusted data for January'l 990-January 1996 are subject to
revision.

Table B summarizes the effects of the revisions on the overall unemployment rate since January 1995.
Rates were revised in only 2 months. each by 0.1 percentage poinL Revised seasonally adjusted data for
major labor force series, also since January 1995, appear in table C.

The March 1996 issue of Employment and Earnings will contain the new seasonal adjustment factors
for major series for the January-June 1996 period. The publication also will contain a description of the
1990-93 population revisions, the current seasonal adjustment methodology, and revised data for the
most recent 13 months for all regularly published tables containing seasonally adjusted household survey
data. Revised monthly data forthe January 1990-January 1996 revision period for several labor force
series also will be published in the March 1996 issue. Microcomputer diskettes of historical seasonally
adjusted monthly data may be purchased from BLS; contact Gloria P. Green on 202-606-6373.
Historical seasonally adjusted monthly data also are available on the INTERNET. INTERNET users can
access these data from the ftp'J/stats.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/lfdirectory.

Table B. Seasonally adjusted unemployment rates and change due to
revision, January 1995Januarv 1996

Asfirst As
Month and.enr computed Change

1995
January.._.. 5.7 5.7 .0
February.... 5.4 5.4 .0
March. - . 5.5 5.5 .0
April............__ 5.8 5.7 -0.1
May _............ .... 5.7 5.6
June . ...... ..... 5.6 5.6 .0
July .. ._.... 5.7 5.7 .0
AugusL ... _. _ _ - 5.6 5.6 | .0
September._...... . 5.6 5.6 .0
October. _ 5.5 5.5 .0
November. ...... ..... 5.6 5.6 .0
December..._... .4 5.6 5.6 .0

1996
January . ......... . 5.8 5.8 .0

New Seasonal Adjustment Procedures for Establishment-Based Series

BLS plans to implement improved seasonal adjustment procedures for the nonfarm payroll
employment, hours. and earnings series effective with the release ofannual benchmark revisions and May
1996 preliminary estimates on June 7. 1996. The new seasonal adjustment procedures identify and
control for the effects of varying time intervals between surveys (also known as the 4-vs. 5-week effect)
and are based on X-12 ARIMA software newly developed by the Bureau of the Census. Historical data
series from January 1988 forward will be revised to incorporate the new methodology. Further
information on this planned change is available upon request. (Contact Patricia Getz at 202-606-6521.)
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